OUR COMMITMENT TO THE RECOVERY AND REBIRTH IN OUR LOCAL COMMUNITIES CONTINUES

The Red Sox Foundation is excited to return to in-person programming and events, and finally reunite with everyone who inspires our work—who we are, what we do and how we do it. We remain focused on supporting our communities’ evolving needs and leveraging our brand to continue making an impact together.

THE PROGRESS WE’RE MAKING TOGETHER
QUARTERLY IMPACT | JULY 2021

WE GIVE
189 ORGANIZATIONS RECEIVED GRANTS IN QUARTER 2 PRIORITIZING GIVING IN OUR FOCUS AREAS
HEALTH EDUCATION RECREATION

GIVING SPOTLIGHT
USING OUR PLATFORM TO AMPLIFY THE EFFORTS OF OUR COMMUNITY PARTNERS

BHCHP
works to ensure unconditionally equitable and dignified access to the highest quality health care for all individuals and families experiencing homelessness in our community.

WE GET
OUR WORK IS NOT POSSIBLE WITHOUT YOU
Our giving and programming are fueled by our ability to fundraise. Your support continues to propel us forward to make an impact.

HOW YOU CAN HELP
RED SOX COMBINED

WE DO
FANTASY DAY AT FENWAY PARK
JR. RBI AND RBI PLAYERS TOOK BATTING PRACTICE AT FENWAY LIKE MAJOR LEaguERS

100% HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATION RATE FOR THE THIRD STRAIGHT YEAR FOR RED SOX SCHOLARS

RETURN TO PLAY
GETTING YOUTH BACK ON THE FIELD THROUGH PLAY BALL EVENTS, LITTLE LEAGUE DONATIONS AND STATE TOURNAMENT SUPPORT, EQUIPMENT DISTRIBUTION & COACHES TRAININGS

STAY CONNECTED
RED SOX FOUNDATION.ORG @RED SOX FOUNDATION